LACNIC Sponsorships
Terms and Conditions
Airfare and transfers
 LACNIC will only purchase sponsored participants' airline tickets once they have emailed
copies of their passport and other necessary travel documents (including visas).
 Sponsored participants may not design their own travel itinerary. If a sponsored participant
wishes to modify or extend the itinerary purchased by LACNIC, he or she must do so
directly through the airline.
 LACNIC will not be responsible for lost airline tickets or extra travel costs.
 LACNIC will not cover the cost of transfers between the sponsored participant’s home, the
airport and the hotel.
 Extra tickets for travel companions must be purchased directly from the airline or from a
local travel agency.

Requirements before tickets can be purchased
 Passport valid for at least six (6) months after the date of travel.
 Travel documents required by the sponsored participant's country of origin, transit
countries (if applicable) or the country where the meeting will take place. A visa may be
required. It is EXTREMELY IMPORTANT for sponsored participants to check with their local
Consulate to know what documents they will need.
 Sponsored participants must also check with their local Consulate whether a transit visa is
required to travel between certain cities or countries.
 Sponsored participants must always carry proof of medical insurance. LACNIC does NOT
provide medical insurance.

Hotel
 LACNIC will only cover the cost of a single hotel room. Sponsored participants will be
responsible for any additional expenses incurred while at the hotel (telephone calls, room
service, laundry service, movies, etc.). The hotel may require a credit card or cash deposit
to guarantee these expenses.
 Only breakfast will be included in the sponsorship. LACNIC will not be responsible for
participants’ remaining meals.

http://lacnic.net/

Sponsored participants will be responsible for complying with the following:








Local laws and legislation of the country or countries to which they travel
Applicable immigration laws
Taxes
Customs
Currency exchange
Visas required by any of the visited countries
Vaccines required to enter each country

Important:
If the trip is cancelled after tickets have been purchased, the sponsorship for the following year
will be lost.
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